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Ian Edos is an effective businessman. His business, Cryptos, is one of the leading cyber-security
businesses in the world. Ian and his group of hackers could make sure all of your data is secure from the

cyber-spies who would like to break into your computer systems and sell all your secrets to your
competition.Now, he has two options: 1) Go to prison where they will throw away the key. She has no e-

presence and there is absolutely no way to verify what she promises. ICE is one of the most notorious
hackers for hire on the internet. He is the one who can tear through firewalls like tissue paper and will
steal you blind before you even know he has been around one's body. There is nothing at all he won’t

carry out if the purchase price is right. Ian and ICE are two sides to the same guy. One secures your
computer data; She promises to work for the NSA, but she is the main one person Ian cannot trace. It
really is a duality that is present peacefully in a single body.Enter the enigmatic Stephanie Sarco. the

various other will steal it. Ian can assurance that because he knows about them. If that doesn’ She knows
who he is when he is not really CEO of Cryptos, and has the evidence to lock ICE aside for the others of
his life. If you can afford their fees, they can keep you secure from the worst e-criminals in the globe.t
work, he can always help to make her disappear. The next option has a much better menu. As ICE, Ian
should do Stephanie's dirty function until he will get leverage against her. That's not the biggest issue

Stephanie presents to Ian. 2) Be Stephanie's puppet to accomplish the jobs that a government agent could
by no means be caught doing.
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GREAT READ Cryptos is a novella that is clearly a fast browse. You see the world mostly thru the eyes of
Ian Edos who's a psychopath. He has duo identities which makes it incredibly interesting. Can you
imagine a man who really needs total control beneath the thumb of someone else and having to obey
their commands. It gives a whole lot of insight into the Abby Chilton series books 1 and 2! It has a
definite surprise by the end which will leave you saying Okay where is the following one. I cannot await
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Reunion to hit the market but much like all great authors Doug Romig is going to make me. Will end up
being watching and looking forward to another installment of the crime world.!! Essential read! Cyber
cool! Loved it!NOW read THIS publication for the scoop in an extremely secret convoluted operation that
heads right into a world of trouble. Really enjoyed!! Looking towards the next one since this was only the
beginning as opposed to the end. Happy I read SHRINK initial since it provides a glimpse in to the cyber
globe of CRYPTOS.!! The writer told a fantastic story from a bad guy's perspective. There are twists and
turns you won't expect. Intro to this cyber expert in Romig's SHRINK!
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